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	In 1985 I brought home a new shiny Commodore Amiga 1000, about one week after
	they were released. Coming with a whopping 512K of memory, programmable
	colormaps, a Motorola 68K CPU, and a modern multitasking operating system, it had
	“awesome” writ all over it. Metaphorically speaking, of course. I thought it might
	make a good platform for an astronomy program, as I could now control the colors of
	those star-things instead of having to settle for a lame fixed color palette forced upon
	me from the likes of Hercules or the C64. So I coded up a 24-line basic routine to
	draw a random star field, turned out the lights, and thought, “Wow! I bet I could write
	a cool astronomy program for that thing!” Twenty-six years later I am still working on
	it and hope to get it right one of these days. Back then my dream device was
	something I could slip into my pocket, pull out when needed, and aim it at the sky to
	tell me what stars or constellations I was looking at.


	It’s called a smartphone.


	I thought of it first.


	As good as these things are for playing music, making calls, or slinging birdies at
	piggies, it really shines when you get to the 3D stuff. After all, 3D is all around us—
	unless you are a pirate and have taken to wearing an eye patch, in which case you’ll
	have very limited depth perception. Arrrggghhh.


	Plus 3D apps are fun to show off to people. They’ll “get it.” In fact, they’ll get it much
	more than, say, that mulch buyer’s guide app all the kids are talking about. (Unless
	they show off their mulch in 3D, but that would be a waste of a perfectly good
	dimension.)


	So, 3D apps are fun to see, fun to interact with, and fun to program. Which brings me
	to this book. I am by no means a guru in this field. The real gurus are the ones who
	can knock out a couple of NVIDIA drivers before breakfast, 4-dimensional hypercube
	simulators by lunch, and port Halo to a TokyoFlash watch before the evening’s Firefly
	marathon on SyFy. I can’t do that. But I am a decent writer, have enough of a working
	knowledge of the subject to make me harmless, and know how to spell “3D.” So here
	we are.
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Performance Metrics for Haptic Interfaces (Springer Series on Touch and Haptic Systems)Springer, 2012

	Haptics technology is being used more and more in different applications, such as in computer games for increased immersion, in surgical simulators to create a realistic environment for training of surgeons, in surgical robotics due to safety issues and in mobile phones to provide feedback from user action. The existence of these applications...
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Asterisk: The Definitive Guide (Definitive Guides)O'Reilly, 2011

	This is a book for anyone who uses Asterisk.


	Asterisk is an open source, converged telephony platform, which is designed primarily
	to run on Linux. Asterisk combines more than 100 years of telephony knowledge into
	a robust suite of tightly integrated telecommunications applications. The power of
	Asterisk lies in its...
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Interest Rates, Prices and Liquidity: Lessons from the Financial Crisis (Macroeconomic Policy Making)Cambridge University Press, 2011

	Many of the assumptions that underpin mainstream macroeconomic models have been challenged as a result of the traumatic events of the recent financial crisis. Thus, until recently, it was widely agreed that although the stock of money had a role to play, in practice it could be ignored as long as we used short-term nominal interest rates as...
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WordPress 2.8 Themes CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Themes are among the most powerful features that can be used to customize a web site and give it a professional look, especially in WordPress. Using custom themes you can brand your site for a particular corporate image, ensure standards compliance, and create easily navigable layouts. But most WordPress users still continue to use default...
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Encyclopedia of White-Collar & Corporate Crime (Multi-Volume Set)Sage Publications, 2004
With more than 500 entries (including up-to-date information on such high profile cases as Martha Stewart and Enron), the Encyclopedia of White-Collar & Corporate Crime gathers history, definitions, examples, investigation, prosecution, assessments, challenges, and projections into one definitive reference work on the topic.    The Encyclopedia...
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Designing Component-Based ApplicationsMicrosoft Press, 1998
In the late 1990s, the widespread availability of low-cost computers and  access to global connectivity have fueled the demand for a new kind of  application: the highly distributed application. Highly distributed applications are used  by extremely large numbers of people around the world who are connected  to many application and data servers...
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